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Over 30 years ago, Levins wrote a seminal treatise on
the theory of evolution in a fluctuating environment [1].
Introducing a simple graphical tool – the fitness set – 
he argued that the periodicity of environmental change
determines whether a population will be polymorphic or
monomorphic and, more generally, that environmental
fluctuations preclude optimal adaptation to any single
environment. This work marked the beginnings of a
population genetic theory that acknowledges the
complexities and fluidity of the external world.

Empirical studies of natural selection and of the
molecular basis of phenotypic change have since shed
new light on the evolution of populations in uncertain
environments. They have shown, for example, 
that plants use phytochrome pigments to sense the
red:far-red radiation ratio in the environment, and
then modify their growth and morphology according
to the perceived density of potential competitors [2–4];
that bacteria turn on the machinery for taking up 
iron from the environment, that is they synthesize
siderophores – only when a lack of iron triggers the
expression of over ten genes involved in the
regulation of this system [5,6]; and that the flesh fly
(Sarcophaga crassipalpis) enters facultative pupal
diapause when short day length induces a hormonally
controlled change in gene expression [7–9]. 

The ubiquitous challenge of environmental
variability and the diversity of evolved strategies are,
however, virtually ignored by the most widely used
population genetics textbooks. Theoreticians are
struggling to keep up with the rapid pace of the
experimental discoveries. Pockets of population
geneticists have built models of organisms evolving
under variable conditions with the hope that they might
explain some of the diverse modes of phenotypic
variation that have been observed. But these models
usually consider only one possible response to the
problem of environmental heterogeneity; for example,
only phenotypic plasticity or only polymorphism or only
hypermutation. The science has now reached a point
where an integration of these diverse empirical studies
and disjoint theoretical approaches is not only possible,
but also necessary for a comprehensive understanding
of how evolution proceeds in natural settings.

Here, we make two arguments. First, populations
always exist in dynamic environments. Thus, to
understand the origins and diversity of life, we, as a
community, must develop a theory for evolution under
fluctuating conditions, one that will eventually be
incorporated into the canon of evolutionary biology.
Second, it is time to combine the diverse approaches
to this problem into a unifying framework. Here, we
propose a step toward this integrated perspective.
This perspective is grounded in decades of empirical
and theoretical research, of which we provide
illustrative examples, but by no means a
comprehensive literature review.

Scope of the problem

The topic of evolution in fluctuating environments
encompasses a potentially wide range of phenomena.
The basic problem is that the environment is
heterogeneous in many dimensions, and that
organisms themselves alter the world around them
(Box 1). Although feedback from a population to its
own environment will eventually be an important
component of any comprehensive theory of adaptive
variation, we begin with the simplest scenario,
environmental fluctuations that are exogenous to 
the evolving population.

Adaptive variation

Rather than stand steadfast in the face of
environmental change (Box 2), populations sometimes
confront the fluctuations through phenotypic
variation either: (1) within single individuals;
(2) among individuals in the population at one time; 
or (3) in future generations. We extend this basic
tripartite distinction into a hierarchy according to the
biological units that manifest adaptive variation, and
call it the ‘levels of adaptive variation’ (Table 1).

We illustrate each class of adaptive variation with
a few empirically studied examples, although others
no doubt exist. We emphasize, however, that it is
nontrivial to demonstrate that a variable response 
to a fluctuating environment is indeed adaptive. 
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The fact that environmental variation induces
phenotypic variation does not constitute evidence of
an evolutionary adaptation; it might just be that the
developmental system is intrinsically labile.

Variation derived from a single genome

In the four models that follow, variation is favored
only when it stems from a single genome. The
variation occurs either within individuals bearing 
the genome (A and B), or among the immediate
descendents of any such individual (C and D).

A. Within-individual, nongenetic variation
Physiological plasticity is the ability of organisms to
change physically and behaviorally in response to
changing conditions (e.g. a single bacterium turning on
and off the machinery that metabolizes lactose, or human
red blood cell concentrations responding to altitude).
There are countless examples of such flexibility, as well
as an extensive body of theory linking environmental
variability with physiological plasticity [10,11].

Some organisms simply avoid unfavorable
conditions. Mobility enables organisms to maintain
relatively constant food resources, chemical
concentrations, temperatures, habitats, and so on

(e.g. birds, whales and some ungulates migrate as
temperature and food availability change with the
seasons, even flagellated bacteria can propel
themselves to follow shifting concentrations of sugars).

B. Within-individual, genetic variation
This category refers to genetic changes in some cells of
a multicellular organism within its lifetime. In some
cases the modifications are transmitted to offspring.
For example, nutrient deprivation induces mutations
in the repetitive DNA that encodes rRNA of flax plants
Linum usitatissimum. This leads to a phenotypic
mosaic within a single plant, where the mutant cells
either enter the seeds or cause modifications in size
and branching pattern. These irreversible mutations
are then stably transmitted to progeny [12,13].

In the case of the mammalian immune system, 
the environmental change is biotic. The organism
experiences variable exposure to parasites and
allergens throughout its life. Many cell types of the
immune system undergo specialized, targeted genome
rearrangements and experience elevated rates of point
mutations, which ultimately creates a vast array of
molecules for recognizing and destroying foreign
antigens. Such somatic mutations are not heritable.

C. Between individual, nongenetic variation
Organisms will sometimes endure environmental
change through the production of diverse offspring
rather than through immediate physiological
modification. Here we discuss several ways in which
individual organisms might be sacrificed for the sake
of the lineage in the face of ecological uncertainty.

Bet hedging. Many desert annual plants face a life-
and-death situation each spring, the outcome of which
depends on the timing of their germination. If an early
rain is followed by more rain, prospects are good for
the early germinant; if drought ensues, it will probably
perish. As first suggested by Cohen, this situation favors
a nongenetic probabilistic germination strategy, or bet
hedging [14,15]. With seeds that germinate according
to essentially a coin-flip strategy, a parent plant can be
assured that at least some of its progeny will survive
through any combination of wet and dry years.

Another form of bet hedging is possible with
arthropod diapause, where some of the eggs or larval
insects suspend development late in summer to avoid
premature death from an early freeze. Likewise, 
the lysogeny of Escherichia coli by λ phage occurs
stochastically – some infections will result in lysis
(replication of the phage and destruction of the
bacteria), whereas others will result in lysogeny
(incorporation of the phage in to the bacterial genome).
The maintenance of the lysogenic state requires that
two phage proteins be cooperatively bound to an
operator sequence within the bacteria genome.
Stochastic factors in the cellular environment allow
those proteins to become dissociated at a low frequency,
which in turn triggers the cascade of phage genes
involved in lysis [16]. Theory suggests that stochastic
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Temporal and spatial heterogeneity

Organisms inhabit environments that have many dimensions (temperature,
precipitation, chemical concentrations, prey availability, etc.), each of which can
vary temporally and/or spatially. The outcome of evolution under heterogeneous
conditions depends, in a large part, on the nature of environmental variation.
Spatial diversity can occur across large or small patches with respect to the life
style of an organism (Levins’s coarse- and fine-grained environments [a]), and,
analogously, temporal fluctuations can occur over short or long timescales. Within
these timescales, the variation can occur on a regular temporal scale, as with
seasonal or diurnal patters of environmental change, or on an irregular or random
scale. Spatial variation can also be very localized or occur on widespread
geographical scales. In some respects, a stationary population experiencing
temporal environmental fluctuations faces difficulties that are comparable to those
experienced by mobile populations in a spatially heterogeneous environment.

Biotic and abiotic fluctuations

The fluctuating environment can be biotic or abiotic. Abiotic fluctuations are
represented by changes in climate and other physical features of the environment;
biotic fluctuations could occur as changes in food and/or prey abundance, predator
and/or parasite abundance, interspecific competition, or even as changes in the
demographics of the population itself. These biotic factors can perhaps be driven
by changes in the abiotic environment. Whereas the distribution of abiotic
fluctuations is easily imagined as having a fixed mean and variance, at least in the
short term, biotic fluctuations could be cyclic or could involve a progressive change
in the mean (as in an ever-escalating arms race). The former situation breaks down
when abiotic fluctuations have biotic inputs and under catastrophic changes in
exogenous conditions.

The endogenous environment

The fitness effects of a genetic element within an organism will be sensitive not
only to exogenous factors such as weather, but also to phenomena that are
endogenous to the population of the organism (such as allele frequencies) or even
to the organism itself. For example, the genomic context of a single gene might
impact the consequence of that gene to the fitness of the organism. Promoters,
repressors and other epistatically interacting genes can affect the level to which the
gene in question is expressed.

Reference

a Levins, R. (1968) Evolution in Changing Environments, Princeton University Press

Box 1. How the environment fluctuates



lysogeny might have evolved as an adaptive solution to
fluctuations in availability of bacterial hosts [17,18].

Finally, bet hedging can also be achieved through
offspring dispersal across a spatially heterogeneous
environment. When an environment consists of
niches that become available for colonization
stochastically, then the optimal genotype produces a
mix of dispersing and nondispersing progeny [19].

Developmental plasticity. Some organisms follow
distinct, irreversible developmental pathways in
response to local conditions, as opposed to adopting
different ‘random’phenotypes before experiencing the
environment (as in bet hedging). Developmental
plasticity is favored when the state of the environment
experienced by the developing organism is a good
predictor of future environmental conditions, and can
thus serve as a cue for an appropriate phenotype.

For example, the cichlid Astatoreochromis alluaudi
exhibits remarkable developmental plasticity of jaw
morphology, which might have evolved for coping 
with heterogeneity of food sources. When groups of
genetically indistinguishable fish were fed either snails

or insects, the former group developed significantly
larger jaw muscles and bones, and a different
distribution of tooth types than did the latter group
[20,21]. Spadefoot toad tadpoles Spea bombifrons and
S. multiplicata similarly follow one of two alternative
developmental trajectories. If a tadpole has the
opportunity to eat fairy shrimp or a fellow tadpole, 
then it will probably become a large-headed carnivore,
otherwise it becomes a small-headed omnivore [22].

Note that some forms of developmental variability
could simply be nonadaptive biophysical responses to
environment inputs. For example, Waddington
showed that wild-type Drosophila melanogaster
embryos develop a second thorax region when exposed
to ether. The induction of this aberrant phenotype is
presumably a nonadaptive developmental response to
certain environmental stimuli [23].

D. Between-individual, genetic variation
An organism can also produce variable offspring via 
a high mutation rate, so that not only will its own
offspring be diverse, but also its offspring’s offspring*.
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An organism facing a temporally variable environment can evolve a single phenotypic
response regardless of external conditions. Many phenotypes do exhibit remarkable
stability in spite of variable and sometimes unpredictable conditions. The insensitivity
of most traits to most kinds of environmental fluctuations, also called robustness or
homeostasis, is exhibited, for example, in the development of basic body plans in spite
of variability in the embryonic environment and external fertilization, and in the ability
of warm-blooded animals to thermoregulate in the face of fluctuating temperatures.
Waddington was one of the first biologists to give an evolutionary explanation for the
ubiquity of phenotypic stability [a]. Using the metaphor of an epigenetic landscape, he
argued that developmental pathways evolve to be canalized, buffering the developing
phenotype against environmental perturbations (Fig. I). For many traits, the advantage
of robustness is that it enables the individual to develop a functional trait, independent
of fluctuations in the embryonic environment. Debat and Patrice provide an excellent
discussion and synthesis of the developments of the theory of canalization since the
work of Waddington [b].

The genetic architectures that underlie such robustness are diverse, as are the
evolutionary conditions that favor such structures. In bacteriophage, for example, the
ability to infect two strains of bacteria in an environment where the availability of bacteria
is constantly shifting can be achieved through two different mechanisms: multiple copies
of slightly divergent tail-fiber genes (the tail-fiber is responsible for recognition of and
attachment to viable bacterial hosts) that are simultaneously expressed mature phage
particles [c], or a single copy of a ‘generalist’ tail-fiber gene [d]. On a more molecular
scale, the diversity of architectures is also evident with the more complex patterns of
interactions that underlie, for example, the stability of individual biopolymers – where
thermodynamic stability in RNA is achieved partly through stable G–C (guanine and
cytosine) bonds in helical regions – and the stability of transcriptional networks – where
functional redundancy seems to play an important role [e,f]. Not only are the mechanisms
of robustness diverse, but the robustness of a phenotype often also entails optimal
variation on a smaller scale. Consider thermoregulation in homeothermic animals.
Constancy of body temperature (one phenotype) in a varying environment depends
on the regulation of shivering, panting and sweating (other phenotypes). Since Levins’
introduction of fitness sets, there have been several theoretical characterizations of
the population genetic conditions that favor such robustness [g–j].

References
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Box 2. The ubiquitous alternative to adaptive variation: robustness
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Fig. I. Waddington’s epigenetic landscape [k]. This caricature of
organismal development shows a ball rolling down a hilly plane
towards the eventual phenotype. The hills and valleys of the plane
are buttressed by the interactions of the underlying genes.
Environmental perturbations move the ball along the surface
whereas genetic perturbations alter the topography. A canalized
developmental pathway is a steep one, in which the ball is very likely
to reach a single (or a few) endpoints, even when the environment
pushes the ball slightly off course. Reproduced from [k].
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This mechanism of adaptive variation has been
observed in several bacteria species, in which it is
thought that the rapid production of variants enables
survival in fluctuating conditions [24,25].

Several molecular mechanisms have been
characterized for elevated mutation rates. Some
bacteria have deficiencies in DNA repair enzymes,
which prevent the correction of replication mistakes or
of chemical alterations of DNA that lead to mutations.
Such mutator strains experience a genome-wide
elevated mutation rate, and have evolved in both
laboratory and natural environments [26–28]. 
Other laboratory mutator strains exhibit high
mutation rates that result from transposable elements
that jump randomly, interrupting genes throughout
the chromosome [29].

With mutator strains, the adaptive mutations are
rarely (if ever) in the same genes as those that cause
the elevated mutation rate. Thus, recombination can
uncouple the mutators from the resulting beneficial
mutations, and thereby prevent their evolutionary
longevity [30]. An elevated mutation rate is maintained
in a variable environment only when the mutator
mechanism remains within the evolving genome.
Adaptive genetic variation therefore has a direct parallel
to bet hedging – it will evolve when the mechanism for
producing variation remains within a single lineage.

Organisms also evolve localized elevated mutation
rates. Phase shifting in bacteria is a mutational
and/or recombinational process that mediates
frequent transitions between different patterns of
gene expression. There are several well-known
examples of phase variation. In Salmonella
typhimurium, recombination inverts a segment
containing a promoter to orient it toward or away
from important structural and regulatory genes. 

The orientation of the segment determines which of two
slightly divergent flagellin genes is expressed [31,32].
Shifting between the two types occurs stochastically
once every 103–105 generations.

A second mechanism for phase variation is
mutation at microsatellites (stretches of repeated
nucleotide motifs) embedded within genes. Certain
repeat sequences lower the replication fidelity of
polymerase, so that frameshift mutations arise
frequently. Such mutation can disrupt the reading
frame so that translation is terminated prematurely
or results in nonfunctional amino acid sequences, or,
alternatively, can restore a previously disrupted
reading frame. These kinds of mutation hotspots occur
in the genes encoding surface proteins in several
pathogenic bacteria, including Neiserria meningitidis,
N. gonorrhoeae, Haemophilus influenzae and E. coli,
and are thought to mediate the turning on and off of
antigens as a lineage of bacteria colonizes a host [24].

Under conditions where no single genome can meet
the multiplicity of environmental challenges, these
between-individual mechanisms enable lineages of cells
to produce sufficient diversity to persist. These examples
describe ‘random’phenotypic variation, as opposed to
‘directed’phenotypic variation. Whereas some forms
of phenotypic plasticity and developmental plasticity
involve appropriate phenotypic responses to
environmental cues, bet hedging and hypermutation
produce a range of variants without measuring the
environment, only some of which will be appropriate for
the current conditions. The SOS response of bacteria is a
form of hypermutation that is both ‘direct’and ‘random’
simultaneously. Certain environmental stimuli,
including heat shock, radiation and chemical stress,
cause the rate of spontaneous mutation to increase.
The resulting variation arises in direct response to
environmental stresses, yet the nature of that
variation is random, and often not appropriate for the
environment. Furthermore, the increased mutation rate
is temporary and ceases when conditions improve [33].
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Table 1. Adaptive variation maintained in response to fluctuating environments

Level at which

beneficial variation

is generated

Level of variation
a

Evolutionary

phenomenon

Signal
b

Response
c

Examples Refs

Single genome Within individual Physiological Yes and no Random and Environmental induction of gene expression, [11]
  nongenetic   plasticity   directed   physiological adaptation, learning,

  seasonal migration
Within individual, Somatic No Random Immune system; Loss of repetitive DNA in flax [12]
  genetic   evolution
Between individual, Bet hedging No Random Seed dormancy; diapause; λ lysogeny; dispersal [14,17]
  nongenetic Developmental Yes Directed Cichlid jaw morphology; [20,50]

  plasiticity   grasshopper aposematism
Between individual, Hypermutation Yes and no Random Mutator strains; phase shifting [24,27]
 genetic

Population Between lineage Polymorphism No Random Color morphs in Linanthus [38]

aThe distinction between genetic and nongenetic refers to whether the phenotypic variation requires changes in the DNA sequence, that is, mutation. In all cases of genetic
and nongenetic variation discussed here, however, genes play an important role in determining the phenotype.
bThis category denotes whether the production of phenotypic variants is triggered by cues in the environment.
cThis category denotes whether specific variants are appropriate for the current environment or they are produced at random with respect to the current environment.
Note that directed responses can only occur when the organism is able to detect an environmental signal.

*Although genetic mutations alter the genome per se, mutators often
produce a cloud of genotypes focused around a wild type. We therefore
classify hypermutability as a form of within-genome variation, 
where ‘genome’refers loosely to a set of closely related genotypes.



Population-level variation

In population-level responses to a fluctuating
environment, adaptive variation is achieved through
long-term maintenance of multiple lineages [34–36].
In 1955, Dempster demonstrated that the persistence
of a genotype in a fluctuating environment requires
high geometric mean fitness [37]. Haldane and
Jayakar also argued mathematically that
polymorphism for a recessive allele is maintained
when the arithmetic mean fitness of the recessive
allele is >1 but its geometric mean fitness is <1
(assuming a dominant fitness of 1) [38]. These
conditions might hold, for example, if the recessive
phenotype is usually more fit than is the dominant,
except in rare catastrophic years that dramatically
lower the fitness of the recessive.

A recent version of this model that incorporates seed
banks can explain the maintenance of the striking
blue-white flower polymorphism in the desert annual
Linanthus parryae [39]. The white-flowered plants fare
better in wet years, whereas the blue-flowered plants
fare better in dry years because of the drought-resistant
properties of the blue pigment, anthocyanin.
Interestingly, flower color per se appears to be 
irrelevant to fitness. This model differs from the strict
Haldane-Jayakar model because it involves two levels
of (presumably) adaptive variation: a Haldane–Jayakar
adaptive polymorphism for anthocyanin plus bet
hedging for seed germination (the seed bank).

Populations can also achieve polymorphism under
conditions of spatial diversity. In 1953, Levene
introduced a now widely cited model of a diploid species
evolving in the presence of two ecological niches [40].
He demonstrated that polymorphism is stable when
the different genotypes have sufficiently divergent
abilities to exploit the two different resources.

Gillespie extended the theory of polymorphism 
as the product of both spatial and temporal
environmental heterogeneity. Among many
interesting results, his models demonstrate that both
the abundance and spatial independence of ecological
resources increases the likelihood of polymorphism [35];
and that the frequency of ecological change – the
environmental grain – is inversely correlated with the
likelihood of polymorphism [41]. More recently, Frank
and Slatkin introduced a mathematical framework 
in which to synthesize these diverse models, and to
compare generally the evolutionary implications of
spatial and temporal diversity [42].

When populations are their own changing environment

Our discussion considers primarily variation that is
maintained in the presence of environmental
fluctuations that are exogenous to the population. 
In fact, the environmental perturbations that
organisms confront are often much more complex. 
As a population evolves, the frequency of phenotypes
in the population changes. When those phenotypes
are themselves selective forces acting on the population,
or when they feedback to such selective forces, 

then evolution necessarily occurs in a fluctuating
environment. Such dynamics have been studied in
the guise of density-dependent selection, frequency-
dependent selection, and niche construction. Models
have shown multiple outcomes for such scenarios:
stable polymorphism, stable and unstable cycling of
genotypes, and the absence of phenotypic variation.
Kerr et al. have shown that flammability in plants
that resprout after fires – a phenotype whose
frequency obviously affects the local fitness of all
organisms – can lead to all three outcomes [43].

No universal solution

One organism, multiple mechanisms
A single organism can display multiple strategies,
each coping with fluctuations in a different facet of the
environment. For example, on the within-individual
level, E. coli has multiple systems for transcription
regulation in response to environmental stimuli. They
can sense and respond to changes in temperature,
osmolarity, pH, noxious chemicals, DNA-damaging
agents, mineral abundance, energy sources, electron
acceptors, metabolites, chemical signals from other
bacteria, and parasites. Also, on the within-individual,
nongenetic level, flagellar filaments propel both tumbling
and smooth motility, which enable bacteria to sample
their environment randomly and follow gradients toward
or away from (un)desirable chemical concentrations.

Escherichia coli also adopts between-individual
genetic strategies. Laboratory strains of E. coli have
evolved to be global mutators, presumably in response
to the challenges of adapting to changing conditions.
Escherichia coli are also local mutators in that their
pili undergo phase variation. This is thought to 
enable populations of E. coli to face the fluctuating
requirements of infection: early in infection pili are
necessary for binding to epithelial cells; whereas later
pili become a burdensome target for immunity.

Toward a unified framework for adaptive variation
Why does E. coli have a physiological switch for lactose
metabolism but a genetic switch for pili expression?
Why do some plants employ polymorphism to fend 
off a diversity of invading parasites, but use
within-individual developmental plasticity to respond
to water and light availability? The classification of
adaptive variation according to the level (lineage or
population, within individual or between individual)
and mechanism (genetic or nongenetic variation)
conceptually unites seemingly diverse phenomena
from very different biological fields, and, thus leads to
these kinds of interesting question.

One important long-term goal of this enterprise is
summarized by the following challenge: for each
strategy, identify the set of conditions under which 
it can evolve. Where do we begin? What we know so
far is a mix of results from very system-specific or
mechanism-specific theoretical studies. Previous
models suggest that there is some correlation between
the nature of the environmental fluctuations and the
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level at which adaptive variation evolves [44–46]. 
In particular, fine-grained fluctuations tend to favor
within-individual strategies (models A and B)
because the environment changes too often to benefit
any strategy that fixes phenotypes for life. Other
models predict that bet hedging is a favorable
response to a severely fluctuating environment, but
genetic polymorphism is not, because a genome that
produces only one phenotype eventually encounters
an environment that wipes that phenotype out [15].

To illustrate the intuition gleaned from such models,
Fig. 1 considers the viability of different strategies 
as a function of the volatility of the environment.
Robustness enables an organism to produce the optimal

phenotype regardless of the frequency of environmental
perturbations. Physiological plasticity might enable
an immediate beneficial physiological modification,
whenever a new challenge arises. With developmental
plasticity, however, individual organisms are stuck,
and only in the next generation might their offspring,
by chance, be optimal for the new environment. This
strategy will, therefore, work only when the changes
in environment are sufficiently rare to allow lineages
to keep up. Similarly, hypermutation produces
variants only during cell division. Local mutators will
have a higher probability of realizing the appropriate
mutation during each cell division than will global
mutators, and will therefore keep up with more
rapidly shifting conditions.

One might be tempted to ask why between-
individual strategies evolve at all when they are less
broadly applicable than within-individual strategies.
The answer is that the frequency of environmental
change is only one small piece of the puzzle. The
evolution of any mode of adaptive variation
(or robustness) will depend first on whether the
mechanisms to produce such variation are available
through mutation in the first place. Then, if they do
arise, we must consider the consequences of such
mechanisms on the viability and fecundity of the
organisms that possess them. One can imagine a
scenario in which within-individual mechanisms for
variation are not easily produced through mutations
or, if they are, then they are energetically costly and
entail reduced fecundity.

This leads to two further questions: which
phenotypes can be produced by mutations? And what
are the implications of such phenotypes for the fitness
of an organism? Only recently have population
geneticists begun to turn from very simple and
abstract genotype-to-phenotype maps to more
complex and biologically realistic models that address
the nature of the phenotypic variation produced by
mutations. For example, the evolution of robustness
and plasticity is being examined using explicit models
of the segment polarity gene network in Drosophila [47]
and of the folding of RNA molecules into their
secondary structure [48,49]. In general, we do not yet
understand enough about the molecular genetics of all
phenotypes to predict which mechanisms of adaptive
variation might evolve, but we are headed that way. 

If our goal is to develop a comprehensive theory of
adaptive variation, we must turn from the kinds of
intuitive speculation and piecemeal analysis presented
above, to a more holistic strategy. Figure 2 illustrates one
possible route towards this objective. The first challenge
is to identify empirically all potentially relevant
parameters, which might relate to the environment, life
history, genetics, demographics, and so on. The second
challenge is then to determine the range of values for
each of these parameters that favors any particular
strategy. In the hypothetical case illustrated in Fig. 2,
we consider three relevant parameters – environmental
predictability, fecundity (or growth potential of a
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Within-individual variation
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developmental plasticity

Hypermutation:
local mutators
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global mutators

Fig. 1. Environmental heterogeneity and adaptive variation. This depicts the ranges of environmental
volatility for which each level of adaptive variation is appropriate. As the rate of environmental
fluctuation increases, the between-individual strategies will be too slow to keep pace with the changes.
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Fig. 2. The evolutionary basis of different strategies. We expect that different mechanisms of adaptive
variation will evolve under different conditions. Different levels of environmental predictability and
fecundity (taken as a loose measure of how quickly the population grows relative to the rate of
environmental change) are likely to have different impacts on whether between- or within-individual,
and random or directed responses evolve. We also consider that there might be factors enhancing the
evolution of singe-genome versus population responses, but do not venture a guess as to what such
factors might be (as represented by “???”). The extent to which this figure – or one similar in kind –
captures reality is a topic for future work.



population), and a third unspecified parameter. Using
intuition, we speculate that certain strategies will be
limited to certain quadrants of this space. The
different shadings represent different classes of
adaptive variation, and in particular, the form that is
most favored at any given set of coordinates. 

For the first axis – environmental predictability – we
reason that populations can only evolve directed forms of
adaptive variation if there exist sufficiently reliable cues
in the environment.  Environmental unpredictability
will limit a population to evolving only random
strategies. The fecundity axis refers to the growth
potential of a population. Organisms that can afford to
produce only a few offspring or that have long generation
times relative to the changing environment, will be
more likely to evolve within-individual strategies than
between-individual strategies that come at the expense
of nonviable offspring. The remaining axis is unspecified
because we know little about the evolutionary conditions
that favor polymorphism over single genome

strategies. Most theory juxtaposes polymorphism
with the null model of no form of adaptive variation
whatsoever. We can speculate that polymorphism
might be favored when it is costly for a single genome
to harbor the ability to produce multiple phenotypes. 

The levels of variation classification system
highlights regularities among seemingly diverse
phenomena, and is a first step toward a conceptual
unification of diverse systems for confronting
environmental heterogeneity. Figure 2 is merely a
low-dimensional caricature of what one might find for a
real population in a real environment. There might be
many more relevant parameters, much more overlap
in the kinds of strategies that might succeed given 
any set of parameter values, or partitioning along
nonorthogonal lines. Both steps of the enterprise –
empirically assessing the relevant factors and
theoretically predicting the evolutionary consequences
of these factors – require more rigorous formulations,
and offer many interesting challenges for the future.
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